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Question #:1

You created an RDA solution for a company that uses an application bar with various buttons that trigger
robotic automations. Some of the users complained that the application bar often locks up during automation
processing. Others complained that the automations enter the same data two to three times each iteration.

You suspect that the users are triggering the crashes and duplicate automation behavior by double-clicking the
buttons on the application bar.

How do you resolve the situation?

Hide the application bar as soon as the user clicks one of the buttons, and allow the application bar to
reappear once the automation completes.

After the initial click, disable the application bar buttons, display an automation progress bar, and then
re-enable the buttons once the automation completes.

Talk with the management team about the existing application bar behavior and user error at the
company.

Modify the automations so that they display a full message using the MessageManifest when the
automations complete.

Answer: C

Question #:2

You are automating the login process for a web application. There are three possible scenarios that may occur:
(1) You may successfully login, (2) you may not be successful logging in, or (3) you may log in but go to the
change password screen.

Which control from the Toolbox do you use to determine which page you were on after performing the login
function?

WaitAll

Switch

WaitAny

Signal

Answer: C

Question #:3
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You are evaluating business requirements and reviewing each adapter in a project.

Prior to interrogating the application, what three actions do you perform during application discovery?
(Choose three.)

Identify the technology on which the application is built (web, Windows, text).

Verify the match rules on all interrogated controls.

Verify the interactions between all applications in the solution.

Verify the number of application instances accessed by the user at the same time.

Verify how the application launches outside of Pega Robot Studio.

Answer: B C D

Explanation

References:

Question #:4

You are debugging a script component for your project. When the automation executes your script, the
intended result does not occur. You suspect that one or more variables within your script are not being set to
the proper value. Your version of Pega Robot Studio does not support the use of breakpoints within the script
designer.

In what two ways can you debug the script? (Choose two.)

Enable Runtime logging and enter a diagnostic message to log the variable values during script
execution.

Add a breakpoint before calling the script so that you can assign a watch for the variable(s) used within
the script.

Check with the Support team to upgrade Robotic Automation Studio to the version which contains script
debugging.

Modify the script so that the variable values are returned in the automation.

Answer: A C

Question #:5

You have extracted a proxy for a data set and are using it to pass the data into a procedure automation input
parameter. In the procedure automation, the data link from the input parameter is not connecting to the
stringValue on a stringUtils method.
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What two troubleshooting steps do you perform to correct the issue? (Choose two.)

Confirm the proxy data in a messageDialog.

Confirm the stringUtils method works.

Confirm the data type on the procedure automation input parameter.

Confirm the proxy’s data type matches with the stringUtils method.

Answer: A C

Question #:6

During project testing, an issue requires you to add a diagnostic log component to track the log files to help
determine a resolution. After testing, you decide not to remove the diagnostic log component from the
automation and decide to simply turn off the log component.

Which diagnostic log component setting allows you to turn the logging component off temporarily?

Setting the Category to Off

Setting the Mode to Off

Setting Type to Off

Answer: B

Explanation

Reference

http://help.openspan.com/80/Platform_Configuration/RuntimeConfigXML.htm

Question #:7

Your log on automation is failing and you cannot proceed because the Submit button is not enabled. After
searching the HTML code, you discover that the Submit button is enabled only after the Password field
experiences a key press.

How do you resolve the automation issue?

On the Password field, add an Enabled property and set it to True.

On the Password field, add a RaiseEvent method with onkeypress.

On the Submit button, add a Disabled property and set it to True.
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On the Submit button, add a RaiseEvent method with onkeypress.

Answer: A

Question #:8

There are two basic types of automations: events and procedures.

Which three statements describe a procedure automation? (Choose three.)

It performs business logic and may interact with applications.

It is triggered by a user or application action.

It may contain more than one starting block.

It contains an entry point and should contain at least one exit point.

It should return a string value for messaging.

Answer: C D E

Question #:9

The business requirements states that the login automation creates a Success or Failed response when
attempting to log in to the finance application. If a failure occurs, the automation should pass a message code
with the Message Manifest before exiting the automation.

Which image represents the exit logic?
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